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Abstract Despite numerous innovative studies, rates of repli-
cation in the field of music psychology are extremely low
(Frieler et al., 2013). Two key methodological challenges af-
fecting researchers wishing to administer and reproduce studies
in music cognition are the difficulty of measuring musical re-
sponses, particularly when conducting free-recall studies, and
access to a reliable set of novel stimuli unrestricted by copy-
right or licensing issues. In this article, we propose a solution
for these challenges in computer-based administration. We
present a computer-based application for testing memory for
melodies. Created using the software Max/MSP (Cycling ’74,
2014a), the MUSOS (Music Software System) Toolkit uses a
simple modular framework configurable for testing common
paradigms such as recall, old–new recognition, and stem com-
pletion. The program is accompanied by a stimulus set of 156
novel, copyright-free melodies, in audio and Max/MSP file
formats. Two pilot tests were conducted to establish the prop-
erties of the accompanying stimulus set that are relevant to
music cognition and general memory research. By using this
software, a researcher without specialist musical training may
administer and accurately measure responses from common
paradigms used in the study of memory for music.
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Music psychology is an emerging field of research that has
contributed numerous theoretical models to the literature de-
scribing the ways in which musical elements such as pitch,
melody, and harmony are perceived, processed, and remem-
bered (Deutsch, 1982; Krumhansl, 1991; Snyder, 2000,
2009). Insights gained from research into the cognition of
music have also contributed to our understanding of general
cognitive processes. The study of memory for musical melo-
dies has yielded insights into the way in which auditory ma-
terial is perceived and encoded, leading to an improved un-
derstanding of working memory processes (Berz, 1995;
Williamson, Baddeley, & Hitch, 2010), and the identification
of differences between verbal and musical semantic memory
(Schulkind, 2004). However, despite considerable growth in
the music psychology literature over the last 30 years, inde-
pendent evidence confirming the reproducibility of findings is
lacking (Frieler et al., 2013). As in general psychology (Open
Science Collaboration, 2015), there is a pressing need to fa-
cilitate replication studies in music cognition. According to a
recent review by Frieler and colleagues the percentage of ex-
act replication studies and meta-analyses published in four
major music psychology journals is around 1%, with only
ten meta-analyses and 18 replication studies identified overall.
In music cognition, the difficulty of developing and adminis-
tering accurate measures of participant response further com-
pounds the task of replicating previous findings. Considerable
advances have been made in the measurement and under-
standing of participant responses through computer-based
analysis (Müllensiefen & Wiggins, 2011). In this article, we
present a computer-based toolkit designed to help researchers
overcome two key problems faced when designing and repli-
cating music cognition studies: measurement of recall re-
sponses and the availability of novel stimuli.

The first problem concerns measuring and interpreting par-
ticipants’ responses in studies of music and memory. Fewer
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studies have been undertaken of musical recall than recognition
(Müllensiefen &Wiggins, 2011), as challenges are presented in
recording and interpreting an accurate response from untrained
musicians (Sloboda & Parker, 1985). Where test administration
involves musical performance at a keyboard, or the interpreta-
tion of sung responses from a participant (e.g., Bailes, 2010;
Warker & Halpern, 2005), a researcher with skilled musical
training is required, further limiting the replicability of studies.

Computer-based data analysis has facilitated improvements
in the interpretation of musical data, allowing participant re-
sponses to be interpreted objectively and with greater accuracy
(Müllensiefen & Wiggins, 2011). A computer-based method
for testing paradigms of musical recognition and recall would
ensure that a participant’s true response is being measured,
while reducing reliance on trained musicians as researchers.

We present a computer-based method for testing memory
for musical melodies. Designed in Max/MSP 6.1 (Cycling
’74, 2014a), the MUSOS (MUsic SOftware System) Toolkit
is compatible with computers running Windows XP and
above, and Mac OS X 10.5 and above. The application con-
sists of a framework housing several modules that may be
configured to administer standard paradigms used in memory
research including recall, explicit recognition, and implicit
memory studies including stem completion. The program is
open source, released under the Gnu General Public License
(GPL) 3.0 (Free Software Foundation, 2007), with documen-
tation provided on configuring the modules provided to create
tests of different types and stimulus length. The toolkit, in-
cluding all source files, documentation, and sample data, is
available for download at http://www.soundinmind.net/
MUSOS/MUSOS.zip. An experienced Max/MSP program-
mer is welcome to download and customize the program ac-
cording to their needs.

The second problem faced by researchers in music cogni-
tion concerns the availability of novel musical stimuli. In gen-
eral, studies of musical memory have used databases of folk
songs (e.g., Bailes, 2010; Schmuckler, 1997), which are out of
copyright but present the possibility that an unknown folk
melody may trigger memory for other, similar folk songs
(see Sloboda & Parker, 1985, p. 159). Alternatively, databases
of popular songs already known to the participant have been
used to test online recognition and absolute pitch memory
(e.g., Jakubowski & Müllensiefen, 2013; Levitin, 1994;
Schulkind, 2004). Although database sources are commonly
used as an accessible means to make stimuli available, the
researcher may wish to control the degree to which partici-
pants are exposed to the melodies, rather than relying on ex-
posure via popular media or other external sources. A novel
set of 156 copyright-free melodic stimuli is therefore provided
with the MUSOS Toolkit, comprising a set of 78 eight-note
and a set of 78 sixteen-note melodies. All melodies are com-
posed on a non-Western modal scale, so as to reduce the pos-
sibility that sources outside of the laboratory are triggered in

memory. The stimuli were analyzed using the application
FANTASTIC (Müllensiefen, 2009a) for properties important
in the study of music cognition, including pitch, intervallic,
and contour features. The stimuli were also rated by a group of
pilot testers for values of distinctiveness and valence, vari-
ables that have been found to be associated with improved
memory for musical items (Bailes, 2010; Stalinski &
Schellenberg, 2013). The stimulus set is released under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike
4.0 International license (Creative Commons, 2013); thus,
no copyright issues are presented for researchers who wish
to use these melodies in testing or to reproduce examples in
a journal article. The stimuli are supplied as both Max/MSP
jit.cellblock text files and in wav file format, so that they may
be imported into an existing software framework if preferred.
The program may also be configured so that researchers may
enter and save their own stimulus sets.

In this article, we first describe the rationale and design of
the MUSOS software application and the tests for which it
may be configured. We further describe the method used in
constructing and testing the accompanying stimulus set. We
present results from two pilot tests, the first conducted to ob-
tain values describing features of the accompanying stimulus
set important to studies of music and memory. The second
pilot test was conducted to establish a subset of stimuli from
the provided collection that were designed to be either very
difficult or very easy to remember. The data obtained in pilot
testing thus enables researchers to use MUSOS and its accom-
panying stimulus set Bout of the box^ to set up studies.

Understanding and measuring memory for musical
stimuli

In developing a stimulus set to accompany a toolkit for studies
in music and memory, it is important to consider the ways in
which musical information is perceived, stored and retrieved,
and the factors that influence successful retrieval. We provide
below a brief introduction to auditory memory and processing
of the melodic features for which we provide measurement in
the accompanying stimulus set, however, for a comprehensive
introduction to the topic of music and memory we recommend
the seminal works of Deutsch (1982), Snyder (2000), and the
Oxford Handbook (Hallam, Cross, & Thaut, 2009).

The present cognitive model of auditory memory ingrates
Sperling (1960) and Darwin, Turvey, and Crowder’s (1972)
concept of a brief sensory (echoic) memory store, with
Baddeley and Hitch’s (1974; Baddeley, 2012) model describ-
ing the transfer of incoming perceptual information from sen-
sory memory both to processing and rehearsal in working
memory and to storage and retrieval from long-term memory.
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As for other domains, long-term memory may be implicit,
without conscious awareness, or explicit (Schacter, 1987).
Although memory for musical structures, like language, is
stored in semantic memory, episodic memory is also involved
in remembering experiences of music (Snyder, 2000).

Incoming auditory information from the environment is ini-
tially perceived by the nerve cells of the ear as a series of im-
pulses representing frequencies and amplitudes. Auditory infor-
mation is then stored in echoic memory as a very brief sensory
image, lasting only a few seconds (Darwin et al., 1972; Snyder,
2009). At this stage, features occurring simultaneously or close
together are extracted from the incoming information stream by
higher level neurons and bound into units so that they may be
perceived categorically as separate pitches, and interval relation-
ships between pitches (Aruffo, Goldstone,&Earn, 2014; Snyder,
2000). Categorical perception of pitch, interval distances, and
basic rhythmic features is a bottom-up process in which the in-
formation stream is grouped by the nervous system and per-
ceived as events (Dowling, 1982; Snyder, 2000). Larger level
groupings occur as information is passed from echoic to working
memory; events occurring sequentially are bound together and
perceived as rhythmic patterns, or brief melodic phrases. The
process of feature extraction and categorical perception may at
the same time trigger recognition, through activation of previous-
ly stored experiences in long-term memory (Snyder, 2000).

Working memory is limited in capacity, and can store ap-
proximately seven (plus or minus two) unique items (Miller,
1956). Information in working memory must be rehearsed in
order to be stored in long-term memory (Baddeley & Hitch,
1974). The amount of information beingmanipulated in work-
ing memory may be increased through grouping or
Bchunking^ into repeated patterns. In music, this may involve
repetition of sequences of notes and rhythmic patterns to build
a complete phrase; the length of a musical phrase is often
designed to be approximately the same duration as the capac-
ity of working memory, on average around 4–8 s. Larger-scale
groupings of phrases into formal musical structures are under-
stood and stored in long-term memory (Snyder, 2000, 2009).

Working memory is currently understood to have at least four
components, these being a central executive, which coordinates
operations on information held in three buffers used to process
different types of sensory material, the visuospatial sketchpad,
the phonological loop, involved in the rehearsal and storage of
verbal material, and the episodic buffer, which stores brief epi-
sodic experiences (Baddeley, 2012; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974).
Verbal and auditory information are proposed to share use of the
phonological loop, however, recent evidence also supports a sep-
arate store for musical pitch, as a tonal loop involved in the
rehearsal of tonal information (Schulze, Zysset, Müller,
Friederici, & Kölsch, 2010; Williamson et al., 2010). Music,
however, does not involve just a single store, but is a multisen-
sory experience integrating auditory, episodic and visual process-
ing (Williamson et al., 2010).

Grouping of information into chunks may occur either
through bottom-up processing of information at the psycho-
physical level (Dowling, 1982), or through top-down,
schema-driven processing (Snyder, 2009), in which previous
experiences define a set of schemata or higher-order abstrac-
tions, through which a listener may understand, recognize, or
make predictions about a piece of music (Deutsch, 1999;
Krumhansl, 1991). These may include information on pitch
chroma hierarchies, tonality, contour, and rhythmic patterns,
as well as relationships between these features (Snyder, 2009).

The processing of pitch material has most notably been
investigated by Deutsch (1970, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975),
who proposed that neural pathways involved in the processing
of musical pitch are organized hierarchically in a similar way
to the perception of letters and words. Most musicians, unless
they possess absolute pitch, recognize a melody from its
intervals, or the distance in semitones between consecutive
notes. Deutsch (1969) proposed that a lower-level neural sys-
tem dedicated to the recognition of musical intervals in turn
activates a higher-level organization of neurons based around
the musical scale, thus explaining the recognition and storage
of melodies in terms of their intervallic structure and relation-
ship to musical scale.

Although basic pitch and interval distance perception in-
volves bottom-up processes at the psychophysical level
(Deutsch, 1999; Dowling, 1982), Deutsch (1972) obtained
evidence that, similar to verbal information, interval percep-
tion is also informed by top-down processes. When a well-
known folk melody was presented to participants with the
octave placement of its notes randomly varied, or with pitch
information removed, listeners were unable to recognize the
melody. However, when the name of the tune was provided,
listeners were able to follow the melody, by matching the
perceived tones against their expectations of intervallic rela-
tionships (Deutsch, 1999).

Krumhansl (1991); Krumhansl & Kessler, 1982) further
demonstrated schema-based processing of hierarchical rela-
tionships between the notes of the scale, or pitch chroma, as
certain notes are perceived as closer or more distant to the root
note of the scale or tonic. Schemata defining these relation-
ships are acquired implicitly from music-listening, and vary
according to the listener’s exposure to cultural musical tradi-
tions (Stevens & Byron, 2009). InWestern music, notes of the
scale close to the tonal center, and intervals based on close
relationships to the tonic (e.g., perfect fourth and fifth) are
more predictable (Bailes, 2010). Following from this, melo-
dies that are more tonal—that is, whose content is built around
such strong relationships to the tonic—are more expectable,
and thus better remembered (Deutsch, 1980; Krumhansl,
1991; Schmuckler, 1997; Vuvan, Podolak, & Schmuckler,
2014). Melodies containing such schema-congruent, or in
musical-theoretical terms, tonal events are also perceived as
more pleasurable (Huron, 2006). At the same time, Vuvan and
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colleagues found a U-shaped relationship to expectancy, such
that a distinctiveness effect (Schacter & Wiseman, 2006) also
occurs in memory for melodies. Both highly expected, and
highly unexpected notes in relationship to the tonic facilitate
improved memory.

In addition to scale and tonal relationships, the contour,
or rise and fall of a melody, plays an important role in
melodic recognition. White (1960) and later Dowling
(1978; Dowling & Fujitani, 1971) demonstrated that melo-
dies may be recognized by their contour, even when indi-
vidual notes are distorted. Melodies are also easier to dis-
criminate when their contours are different, but discrimina-
tion between a standard and comparison melody is more
difficult when a melody is subject to tonal transposition,
where the contour is retained but the notes of the melody
are shifted upward along the same scale, altering its intervals
slightly. From this evidence, Dowling (1978) proposed that
musical contour is processed and stored independently from
memory for pitch and interval sizes. Where the tonal context
of a melody is ambiguous (e.g., in tonal transpositions, or
atonal melodies) the listener relies upon contour to recognize
melodies (Dowling, 1982). The ability to discriminate con-
tour develops in infancy, along with the ability to reproduce
pitch and understand basic rhythmic groupings, whereas dis-
crimination of intervals and schema-based processing of to-
nality begins later in childhood, developing toward adult-
hood (Dowling, 1982).

Halpern (1984) discovered a similar hierarchy in the prior-
ity to which non-musicians and musicians process scale, con-
tour and rhythmic content of melodies. When encountering
novel music, melodies are initially discriminated on the basis
of their rhythmic content, followed by contour. For non-mu-
sicians, mode (whether the melody is written on a major or
minor scale) is the least salient element, further demonstrating
the importance of contour in melodic recognition, although
mode was found to have greater importance to trained
musicians.

It is therefore important that a researcher wishing to study
music and memory has access to information describing the
pitch and intervallic relationships, tonality, and contour of
the stimuli to be used, to determine which stimuli are likely
to be perceived and remembered with greater or lesser ease.
Various computational methods have been developed to
measure these factors in melodies. In this study, we used
Müllensiefen’s (2009a) application FANTASTIC to measure
the stimuli provided with the MUSOS Toolkit. This software
is capable of producing descriptive statistics and measures of
entropy describing the uncertainty or predictability of pitch
content (tone chroma), intervallic content, and the degree to
which the melody accords to major or minor scale tonality.
Contour is described using Huron’s (1996) eight classifica-
tions, and Steinbeck’s (1982) step contour and interpolation
contour methods.

Paradigms used in the study of memory for music

In selecting paradigms for inclusion in a toolkit designed to
facilitate studies of music and memory, one must consider not
only the applicability of the paradigms to be included and their
relevance to the literature, but also the architecture and usabil-
ity of the program. Scientific software is frequently developed
by specialist end-users, restricting further development to the
laboratory where the software was developed (Macaulay et al.,
2009). Similarly, reliance on specialist knowledge can poten-
tially restrict studies of music psychology to a single labora-
tory or group of researchers. If we aim to create tools that
make administration and retesting of studies easier for a
non-specialist researcher, then the architecture of that software
must be logically designed to facilitate ease of use (John &
Bass, 2001).

Although our aim in developingMUSOSwas to encourage
replication of studies, an attempt to reproduce every paradigm
used in music psychology would be too broad a design, and
would thus reduce ease of use of the program. In selecting
candidate paradigms for inclusion, we therefore first consid-
ered theories of long-term memory, and the ways in which
memory has been studied and tested in music psychology as
well as across domains, in order to design a framework that
was sufficiently flexible to contain a selection of useful para-
digms for non-musician researchers seeking to administer and
replicate their own and others’ studies.

Dual process models propose that recognition memory
has two components, recollection, in which specific details
of encountering an event or item may be retrieved, and
familiarity, an awareness that one has encountered some-
thing before, but without the ability to retrieve further details
(Jacoby, 1991; Yonelinas, 2002). Recognition may therefore
be explicit, involving conscious recall of the event, or im-
plicit, where an increased fluency or priming is demonstrat-
ed despite a lack of conscious awareness of retrieval
(Schacter, 1987; Schacter & Church, 1992).

In memory studies, explicit retrieval is tested using two
methods: recognition and recall (Schacter, 1987). Both
methods involve presenting the participant with a list of
items to study in an initial exposure phase. In recall stud-
ies, the participant is then asked to recall as many items
as they can remember, in free or serial order. For a rec-
ognition study, the participant is presented with a combi-
nation of novel and earlier-presented items, and asked to
identify those that they recognize from the exposure phase
(Müllensiefen & Wiggins, 2011). Implicit memory studies
differ from recognition studies in that the participant is not
forewarned of the upcoming test during the exposure
phase. Priming may be demonstrated experimentally in a
variety of tasks such as word fragment and stem comple-
tion, lexical decision tasks, or picture completion (Schacter
& Church, 1992).
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Themajority of paradigms testing both explicit and implicit
memory (in general cognition studies as well as music) fall
into a two or three-phase structure, in which the initial phase
provides exposure to stimuli, the final phase tests memory for
these stimuli, either through re-presentation of stimuli in im-
plicit or explicit recognition studies, or providing a facility for
the input of recalled items in recall studies. Manipulation of
one or more factors under investigation may occur within the
exposure phase, or during a second phase prior to testing. In
music cognition, this has involved rating qualitative aspects of
a piece of music such as similarity, familiarity or liking
(Peretz, Gaudreau, & Bonnel, 1998), applying tempo or in-
strumentation changes (Halpern & Müllensiefen, 2008), or
repeated exposure (Schellenberg, Peretz, & Vieillard, 2008).

In music, explicit recognition is one of the most commonly
used methods for studying memory for musical items, due to
the high level of experimental control possible (Sloboda &
Parker, 1985). Studies of explicit recognition in music have
yielded findings that musical key, timbre, tempo, and rhyth-
mic content affect recognition of a melody (Halpern &
Müllensiefen, 2008; Hébert & Peretz, 1997; Schellenberg &
Habashi, 2015), that liking improves memory for music
(Schellenberg et al., 2008; Stalinski & Schellenberg 2013),
and that, as for other domains, distinctive content improves
recognition (Bailes, 2010; Müllensiefen & Halpern, 2014;
Schacter & Wiseman, 2006).

Although numerous studies of explicit recognition exist in
the literature of music psychology (Müllensiefen & Wiggins,
2011), few studies of implicit memory for musical material
have been conducted. One method developed by Warker and
Halpern (2005) involved a musical adaptation of stem com-
pletion. In this study, following initial exposure, participants
were presented with all but the final note of a group of previ-
ously heard and novel melodies, and were asked to complete
the sequence by singing the most appropriate note to follow.
This method differs from explicit recognition in that partici-
pants were not required to remember the note that followed,
but were asked to judge which note would fit best musically
(Warker & Halpern, 2005). Verification of the method as a test
of implicit memory was demonstrated byWalker and Halpern
using an encoding task to differentiate implicit memory for
melodies, enhanced by shallow encoding of perceptual fea-
tures, from explicit memory, which was found to be enhanced
by deeper, semantic processing. Although promising, a search
of the literature reveals that this method has not yet been
replicated.

A further method used in the study of implicit memory for
music involves exploiting the mere-exposure effect (Zajonc,
1968), in which liking for an item increases after exposure.
This effect has been found to be particularly strong in music
and may occur after a single reexposure (Peretz et al., 1998),
persisting for up to 24 h (Stalinski & Schellenberg, 2013). The
mere-exposure effect has therefore increasingly been used as

an index of implicit memory for music (Halpern & O’Connor,
2000; Peretz et al., 1998). Implicit memory for music is shown
by increased pleasantness ratings at test for items heard at
exposure, in comparison to novel items (Halpern &
Müllensiefen, 2008).Müllensiefen and Halpern (2014) further
used this method to identify a dissociation in qualities of mel-
odies that lead to improved implicit and explicit recognition.

Recall studies present a particular difficulty for those study-
ing musical memory, as it has proven difficult to measure
recall performance in music. Traditional methods have re-
quired the participant to use musical notation or to perform
their response on a musical instrument (Deutsch, 1980) or by
singing (Sloboda & Parker, 1985, Warker & Halpern, 2005).
Müllensiefen and Wiggins (2011) discuss in detail the chal-
lenges presented when attempting to analyze data from sung
responses, which they describe as Bdirty^ as a researcher must
frequently make subjective judgments as to which note a par-
ticipant intended to sing. A participant may be capable of
perceiving pitch correctly, yet unable to exercise sufficient
motor control over their vocal apparatus to sing their response
in tune (Hutchins, Larrouy-Maestri, & Peretz, 2014).
Responses that are a few cents above or below the note may
be normalized with electronic equipment (see Warker &
Halpern, 2005), but a singer with poor pitch control may miss
the intended pitch by several semitones, or transpose segments
of the melody while retaining correct pitch interval relation-
ships (Dalla Bella, Giguère, & Peretz, 2007; Dalla Bella &
Berkowska, 2009). Despite potentially possessing normal
pitch perception, singers with such difficulties in vocal control
are often excluded from studies, or the sample restricted to
those with musical training (e.g., Levitin, 1994; Warker &
Halpern, 2005). Although this may result in more reliable
responses, this leaves researchers unable to investigate ques-
tions regarding untrained musicians, or to compare the effects
of expert training in music with a control group. We provide
with the MUSOS toolkit a computer-based method for partic-
ipants to input recall responses, thus facilitating studies in
untrained populations.

A further issue encountered by researchers wishing to
study recall in music lies in the analysis of the data collected.
Sung responses must be transcribed into musical or MIDI
notation for analysis, requiring musical expertise on the part
of the experimenter as well as participant (Müllensiefen &
Wiggins, 2011). Unlike verbal recall, responses in the recall
of musical melodies are rarely exact, and often involve partial
recall of segments of the melodies, with errors or omissions of
several notes. Scoring of musical recall data has therefore
frequently involved subjective judgments as to how closely
a response resembles the original (for an example, see
Sloboda & Parker, 1985, p.157). Instead of using subjective
musicological techniques in analysis, Müllensiefen and
Wiggins (2011) recommend conducting the data analysis of
such studies using computational tools capable of similarity
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analysis, such as the SIMILE toolkit (Müllensiefen & Frieler,
2006), so that factors such as missing or distorted notes and
transpositions may be taken into account. We therefore in-
clude with the MUSOS Toolkit a means of exporting recall
data to CSV, along with a spreadsheet for analysis in Excel
using the edit distance, or Levenshtein distance algorithm, a
simple form of similarity analysis based on the number of
edits needed to transform a participant’s attempt into the orig-
inal melody (Müllensiefen & Wiggins, 2011).

Rationale, aim, and scope of the present study

Although a considerable number of innovative studies contin-
ue to be contributed to the literature on music and memory, as
for other domains, it is of concern that few replication studies
are undertaken of both novel and existing experiments (Frieler
et al., 2013). One possible reason for the lack of replication
studies in music psychology may lie in the difficulty of mea-
suring participant responses (Müllensiefen &Wiggins, 2011).
Our aim was therefore to facilitate ease of administration and
measurement, and thereby improve the replication of studies
by music researchers, by providing an easy to use toolkit that
is capable of reproducing a number of common paradigms.

The three-phase structure of exposure, manipulation and test-
ing phases is common to a number of important studies across
both music and general cognition. It is ideal for the construction
of a toolkit that is easy for researchers to use. In terms of software
design, the three phases may be used as a framework, within
which modules for each phase may be selected and added to
form test paradigms. For example, if testing the effects of repeat-
ed exposure on implicit memory for melodies, a module for
exposure, re-exposure, and a final test of pleasantness ratings
would be used. For explicit recognition, the re-exposure module
would be removed, and the final module would be reconfigured
to test recognition of old and new items. Although a number of
noteworthy paradigms fall outside of this structure, it would not
be possible to provide in a single program a means of replicating
all past studies, nor would such a program be capable of being
contained within a simple and thus usable architecture (John &
Bass, 2001). Arguably many important studies that do not use a
three-phase structure are already well replicated in the litera-
ture—for example, Deutsch’s pitch comparison paradigm
(Deutsch, 1970, 1972, 1973, 1974), Dowling’s AB comparison
method, used to present standard and comparison melodies for
discrimination of changes in contour (Bartlett & Dowling, 1980;
DeWitt & Crowder, 1986; Dowling, 1978; Dowling & Bartlett,
1981) and cohort theory studies using dynamic melody recogni-
tion (Bailes, 2010; Dalla Bella, Peretz, & Aronoff, 2003;
Schulkind, 2004). In contrast, relatively few studies have been
undertaken of musical recall and implicit memory for music
(Müllensiefen & Wiggins, 2011).

We therefore aimed to use the three-phase structure to
construct a modular framework that may be used for the

study of recollection memory in music, covering implicit
and explicit recognition and recall studies, to make it eas-
ier for researchers with or without musical training to
administer and reliably measure studies in the general
population, thus facilitating increased replication of both
past and future studies.

We further aimed to provide with this software a novel,
copyright-free set of stimuli that have been designed and
tested according to musical properties known to be in-
volved in recollection memory. In developing the stimuli
accompanying the MUSOS Toolkit we first used Bailes’s
(2010) measures of the likelihood of occurrence of notes
of the musical scale as a rule to compose melodies that
were more, or less distinctive in content, and thus, more
or less likely to be well remembered. We then verified
these melodies by obtaining ratings from a group of pilot
testers on the perceived distinctiveness and valence of the
melodies, as variables associated with the likelihood of
occurrence and memory for musical items (Bailes, 2010;
Huron, 2006; Schmuckler, 1997).

We then used computer-based analysis to measure the
properties of the full stimulus set, using FANTASTIC
(Müllensiefen, 2009a) to compute data on pitch and inter-
vallic predictability, tonality, and contour of the melodies.
Within the stimulus set, we aimed to create two subsets of
high- and low-difficulty melodies that researchers may
use in testing. We selected those melodies that were
highest and lowest in distinctiveness and valence, as rated
by pilot testers, for use in a recognition study involving
26 participants. We further verified, using the data obtain-
ed from FANTASTIC that these subsets of melodies differ
significantly in musical properties associated with the
likelihood of remembering an item.

MUSOS Software

Software architecture and paradigm selection

Our aim in designing this toolkit was to provide a platform
that would assist researchers to generate and reproduce
studies of music and memory, regardless of their level of
musical training. By using the two or three-phase structure
common to memory paradigms across domains within a
visual development environment (Max/MSP; Cycling ’74,
2014a), we were able to construct a framework housing a
system of modules that may be selected and inserted in a
‘plug and play’ fashion.

Our final selection of paradigms comprised explicit old/
new recognition, implicit recognition (using the method
described by Halpern and Müllensiefen (2008) as well as
manipulation of the mere-exposure effect (Zajonc, 1968)),
stem completion (following the method described by
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Warker & Halpern, 2005), and free recall. To construct
these paradigms, we provided five modules for exposure,
rating of stimuli, recall, stem completion, and old–new
recognition.

Software design

The main components of the MUSOS Toolkit are a Max/
MSP live.step step-sequencer, used for the input and dis-
play of melodies, which is connected to a system of data-
bases created from Max/MSP jit.cellblock objects. A step-
sequencer is a device commonly used in popular electron-
ic music production for the recording and automated play-
back of musical material. The sequencer steps through
each division or beat of the musical bar, playing the note
that is assigned to that beat (Aikin, 2014). In Max/MSP,
the live.step object allows the user to interact with the
sequencer via a grid interface, with notes represented as
blocks within the grid. We chose this interface for use in
MUSOS as it is intuitive to use, and does not require the
participant or experimenter to be trained in reading a mu-
sical score. Each division of the x-axis of the grid repre-
sents a musical beat, with movement up and down the y-
axis representing increases and decreases in pitch, respec-
tively (see Fig. 1). Using this device, a melody may be
represented as a series of coordinates (appearing as black
blocks in Fig. 1) and stored in numerical form in a data-
base for later retrieval and analysis.

The use of a step-sequencer enables participants (and ex-
perimenters) to easily compose melodies by adjusting the

locations of blocks in the grid. In Max/MSP all musical cues,
including note names, tempo, and beat divisions, may be re-
moved from a step-sequencer (Cycling ’74, 2014b), leaving a
row of square blocks that the participant places into the de-
sired position using the computer mouse. The participant does
not need to be trained to identify notes on a chromatic key-
board, as the y-axis of the device is preset to the pitches of the
modal scale used in the stimulus set using MIDI quantization
(see Fig. 1). Advanced Max/MSP users may reconfigure the
application to present custom scales using the documentation
provided. This simple graphical interface is therefore easy for
both trained musicians and untrained participants to use, and
allows the variable of melody to be measured in isolation from
rhythm, tempo, and timbre.

Modules included in the software

Five modules are included with the MUSOS Toolkit. The
Exposure phase module combines melodies from different
conditions and displays these to the participant in random
order. A Rating module allows participants to rate attributes
of a selection of melodies (e.g., pleasantness, distinctiveness).
Data from these ratings can be used for manipulation checks
or correlational analyses (e.g., are melodies rated as more
pleasant better remembered?), or to test the effect of repeated
exposure to stimuli. Alternatively, this module may be added
to the final test phase in order to measure implicit memory for
items. The remaining three modules supplied with the appli-
cation are also designed for experimental testing following
exposure; these include the Free Recall, Stem Completion,
and Recognition test modules.

Installation and connection of the modules to their data-
bases is performed in Max/MSP Patching Mode. The experi-
menter then switches to Presentation Mode, in which the vi-
sual interface is displayed to the participant.

Free recall

The graphical interface of MUSOS is designed so that the
responses of those with and without specialist training may
be reliably recorded. In the Free Recall module provided with
the MUSOS Toolkit, the participant is presented with a series
of blank step-sequencers into which they may input as many
melodies from the exposure phase as they are able to recall.
The step-sequencer device allows an untrained participant to
use a simple graphical interface to enter, listen to, and correct
their response, thus ensuring that the data recorded are as close
as possible to the participant’s true response. Responses do not
require normalization to the correct pitch, as the step-
sequencer is preset to a MIDI-quantized scale. Since the
Free Recall module records melodies to a Max/MSP
jit.cellblock database, it may also be used as a standalone
module to record and save new stimuli for use in the program.

Fig. 1 The step-sequencer device used in the application. All visual cues,
including note names and beat divisions, are removed, and the y-axis of
the device is preset to a MIDI-quantized modal scale
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Because interpretation of free recall data has also proven
challenging for researchers (Müllensiefen & Wiggins, 2011;
Sloboda& Parker, 1985), we provide with theMUSOS toolkit
a method for computational analysis of free recall responses.
In MUSOS, data are stored in numerical format, and may be
exported to comma-separated value (CSV) format and con-
verted for analysis with any suitable computational applica-
tion. For researchers who are not familiar with such applica-
tions, we also provide an Excel spreadsheet for analysis of
recall data in Excel using the edit distance, or Levenshtein
distance algorithm, a simple form of similarity analysis based
on the number of edits needed to transform a participant’s
attempt into the original melody (Müllensiefen & Wiggins,
2011). This method is capable of capturing subtle changes in
response such as missing notes or transpositions of the melody
without requiring subjective interpretation of the participant’s
intention.

An example of the output of free-recall analysis can be seen
in Fig. 2. Participants’ responses are listed in column A, with
the original melodies in Column B. From Column D onward,

each participant’s entry is compared against the originals
using the Levenshtein distance algorithm, which outputs
values between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates a 100%match with
the reference melody.

Unlike in verbal studies, recall responses in music are
rarely exact, a common finding when working with both
trained and untrained musicians (Müllensiefen &
Wiggins, 2011). When using an algorithmic measure of
musical similarity, a threshold is normally set above
which matches between two melodies are considered un-
likely to occur beyond chance, and are thus considered
significant (Müllensiefen & Frieler, 2007). For edit dis-
tance analysis, Müllensiefen and Pendzich (2009) used a
threshold of .46, although values of up to .6 are common-
ly used (Frieler, e-mail correspondence). On examination
of the output of the edit distance analysis, values below .5
indicated poor correspondence with the original (see
Fig. 2), so for the supplied examples a threshold of .6
was therefore set as an indication of memory beyond
chance for the original melody.

Fig. 2 Sample output from a free-recall data analysis using the
Levenshtein distance algorithm. Melodies are aggregated into eight-
digit figures representing the eight degrees of the scale used in the mel-
ody. Each participant attempt in column A is compared against the orig-
inal melodies in column B, to produce a matrix. Significant responses

(>.6) are highlighted in red. In the top panel, two melodies with a
Levenshtein distance of .5 contain a range of notes in common, but are
otherwise not audibly similar. In contrast, the lower panel shows two
melodies that have a Levenshtein distance of .88, which are almost iden-
tical with the exception of the fifth note
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Further instructions for using the free recall analysis spread-
sheets are provided in the MUSOS Toolkit documentation.

Stem completion

The Stem Completion module included with the MUSOS
Toolkit is based on the method developed by Warker and
Halpern (2005). Instead of requiring the participant to sing the
most appropriate note to complete the melody, a computer-
based interface is used. Themodule drawsmelodies from a task
database that comprises a counterbalanced selection of items
previously encountered in the Exposure phase alongside an
equal number of novel melodies. The participant is presented
with a step-sequencer containing all but the final note of a
melody randomly selected from the task database. The partici-
pant first listens to the melody, and is then asked to select the
note that would best follow by setting the final block in place.
The result may be auditioned and corrected by the participant, if
necessary, to ensure that the recorded melody reproduces their
intended response (see Fig. 3). Although the present method
involves completion of a single note, the module may be easily
adjusted following the documentation provided by those fluent
in the use of Max/MSP so that stem completion of two or four
notes may be tested. Scoring of a stem completion study is
considerably simpler than scoring the Free Recall task, as the
melodies completed by the participant must simply be exported
to CSV format and compared to the original versions, which are
stored by the program in a separate database. A matching final
note is scored as a correct response, and all other responses are
scored zero (Warker &Halpern, 2005). An Excel spreadsheet is

also provided with the MUSOS Toolkit for scoring of Stem
Completion data, along with sample data from an eight-note
stem completion study.

Recognition

The Recognition module provided with MUSOS uses a simple
listwise recognition procedure, similar to those used in verbal
and facial recognition studies (Müllensiefen &Wiggins, 2011).
The module retrieves melodies in random order from the rec-
ognition task database, again comprising an equal number of
melodies previously encountered in the exposure phase,
counterbalanced with novel melodies. (When configuring the
application to test both stem completion and recognition, the
exposure phase melodies may be assigned in counterbalanced
order to the two modules, so that no duplicates occur.) The
Recognition module differs from the others as the step-
sequencer interface is removed and replaced with a progress
bar, in order to ensure that participants do not rely on the visual
features of the sequencer for recall. Participants listen to each
melody in turn, and use a dial-based control to input their re-
sponse to the statement, BI heard this melody in the previous
task.^ Responses are recorded on a scale from +3 to –3, where
+3 indicates strongly agree, 0 indicates neither agree nor
disagree, and –3 indicates strongly disagree (see Fig. 4).

Rating and the mere-exposure effect

The Rating module simply retrieves melodies from a task data-
base and presents them to the participant alongside a dial based
input for ratings using the same scale as used in the Recognition
module. The basic module presents melodies using the step-

Fig. 3 The Stem Completion module, based on the method developed by
Warker and Halpern (2005). The participant is presented with all but the last
note of the melody and is asked to complete the melody with the most
appropriate final note, by adjusting the block in the section outlined in black

Fig. 4 The Recognition module. The step-sequencer interface is re-
moved and replaced by a progress bar. A dial is provided for participants
to input the degree to which they recognize the item
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sequencer. An alternate form of the Rating module
(RecognitionImplicit) is used for testing implicit memory via
the mere-exposure effect (Zajonc, 1968), in which liking for an
item increases after exposure (Peretz et al., 1998; Stalinski &
Schellenberg, 2013). The RecognitionImplicit module uses the
same progress bar as the Recognition module, to avoid visual
recognition of melodies from the step-sequencer. Because this
method also requires a measurement of liking for melodies at
initial exposure in order to detect increases in liking correspond-
ing with repeated exposure, a modified form of the Exposure
module, Exposure-Rating, is provided that incorporates the
same rating mechanism on-screen.

Alternate configurations of the dial component of the
Rating module are available to advanced Max/MSP users.
Configuring the dial to a range of three steps instead of seven
would make analysis of remember/know judgments (Tulving,
1985) possible, by instructing the participant to record a re-
member judgment with a value of 0, know with a value of 1,
and guess with a value of 2.

Stimulus development

The total stimulus set comprises 156melodies, 78 of eight-note
length and 78 of 16-note length. Belowwe describe the process
of construction of the melodies. We then present the results of
two pilot tests conducted to establish properties of the stimuli.
The first provided data on the properties of each melody, in-
cluding subjective ratings of distinctiveness and valence, and
computational analysis of pitch, intervallic, tonal, and contour
information using the software FANTASTIC (Müllensiefen,
2009a). The second test identified a subset of melodies that
varied in musical properties affecting difficulty of recognition
(i.e., one set of relatively difficult to recognize melodies and
one set of easy to recognize melodies), which were then tested
in a recognition study involving 26 participants.

Stimulus properties

Scale

In providing an original stimulus set, we aimed to ensure that
the tonality of the melody was unfamiliar to Western listeners,
thus minimizing the chances that a novel melody presented
during an experiment will remind the listener of some other
melody previously heard outside of the laboratory. The melo-
dies were therefore composed using a seven-note scale com-
monly used in world music (Maqam Kurd, in Arabic music,
also known as the Phrygian mode inWestern medieval music,
and as Hanumatodi rāgam in Carnatic music). This scale is
structured around a semitone–tone–tone–tone pentachord
followed by a semitone–tone–tone tetrachord (concluding on
the upper octave), which differs in structure from both the

Western major and minor scales (see Fig. 5 for a comparison
against these scales).

All stimuli are composed in 4/4 meter and are isochronic in
rhythm, with four quarter notes per bar. Although rhythm is
also important in the study of musical memory, in developing
these stimuli we chose to focus on those aspects of melody
(pitch, interval, tonality, and contour) that may cause a melody
to be easy or difficult to remember (Deutsch, 1975, 1980;
Dowling, 1978; Krumhansl, 1991; Schmuckler, 1997).
Isochronic melodies are commonly used in such studies in
which the focus is on aspects of melody that affect memory
for music (e.g., Halpern & Bower, 1982). Advanced Max/
MSP programmers may adjust the live.step sequencer to pres-
ent their own melodies using varied rhythm.

Tonality

To ensure sufficient variety within the melody collection, the
stimuli were permitted to begin or end on any of the eight
notes of the scale. A possible 88 = 16.7 million sequences
can be generated from an eight-note melody composed on
an eight-note scale, and 2.81e+14 for a 16-note melody on
the same scale; thus, sufficient degrees of freedom were avail-
able within this structure to eliminate the possibility that the
stimuli were too similar.

Because Western modal scales consist of identical interval-
lic structures, varying only by the note on which they begin
(the Ionian mode being identical to the modern major scale),
permitting the melodies to begin on any note of the scale
meant that the melodies varied in the degrees to which they
conformed to Western concepts of tonality. Further analysis
was conducted in the tests below by using FANTASTIC to
assess the implicit tonality of the melody, and the tonalness, or
degree to which the melody correlated to a given scale
(Müllensiefen, 2009b).

Stimulus distinctiveness

In a study of the role of distinctiveness in online recognition of
melodies, Bailes (2010) used the Humdrum toolkit (Huron,

Note name D E F G A  B C D 

MIDI note 62 63 65 67 69 70 72 74 

Major scale D E* F#* G A B* C#* D 

Minor D E* F G A B C#* D 

Fig. 5 The scale used in theMUSOSToolkit is provided in the top row in
musical note names, and on the second row as MIDI note numbers. The
scale is then compared to the major andminor scales ofWestern music on
the third and fourth rows. Asterisks indicate notes that differ from those in
the major and minor scales
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1994) to calculate the distinctiveness of scale degree and in-
tervallic information, finding that stepwise intervals of a major
second have a higher probability of occurring inWestern mel-
odies, and are thus more typical than less frequently occurring
wider intervals such as the augmented fourth. In the same
study, bit values were also computed indicating the relative
probability of a scale degree occurring in a melody. This in-
formation was used as a guide for composition of the MUSOS
stimulus set, with melodies designed to be highly distinctive
including wider intervals and less frequently occurring scale
degrees, whereas melodies designed to be more typical (i.e.,
low distinctiveness) were composed with regularly occurring
notes of the scale, and stepwise passages.

Stimulus valence

Although a non-Western scale was used for the experiment, the
majority of participants were of Western origin, and would
therefore have acquired Western constructs of consonance
and dissonance through passive listening experiences
(Johnson-Laird, Kang, & Leong, 2012; Levitin & Tirovolas,
2010). Therefore, when composing melodies expected to be
perceived as high or low in valence, Western musicological
constructs of consonance and dissonance were used, with dis-
sonant intervals based on augmented and diminished intervals
and chords included in the low-valence melodies, and conso-
nant intervals based on major or minor chords and their inver-
sions in the high-valencemelodies (Johnson-Laird et al., 2012).

Pilot test 1: Distinctiveness and valence ratings

Because composition according to computer-calculated
values and musicological principles may not always reflect
the perception of individual listeners, the set of stimuli were
rated by a group of pilot testers for values of distinctiveness
and valence.

Method

Thirty-six participants were recruited to take part in a Web-
based experiment. Those who were first-year students of the
University of Tasmania School of Psychology received course
credit for participation; the remainder were entered into a draw
to receive vouchers as remuneration.

Melodies were presented to participants in one of four ran-
domized orders, with eight-notemelodies presented in the first
block of testing, and 16-note melodies presented in the second
block. Within each block, the group of melodies was divided
into four sections. Participants were instructed to take a brief
break before proceeding to the next page. Participants were
asked to listen carefully to each melody and rate two accom-
panying statements, BThis melody has distinctive features,^

and BThis melody is likeable.^ Responses were recorded on
a Likert-type scale ranging from –3 to +3, where –3 indicated
strongly disagree, 0 indicated a neutral response, and +3 indi-
cated strongly agree.

Results and discussion

Raw values of distinctiveness and valence for each melody
were summed across all participants. For eight-note melodies,
the mean distinctiveness ratings ranged from –0.14 to 1.25
(M = 0.48, SD = 0.30). Total scores for each melody were then
converted to z scores, which ranged from –2.06 to 2.56. The
mean valence ratings for eight-note melodies ranged from –
0.58 to 1.25 (M = 0.17, SD = 0.34), which when converted to z
scores revealed a range of –2.18 to 3.12. For 16-note melo-
dies, the mean distinctiveness ratings ranged from –0.17 to
1.31 (M = 0.47, SD = 0.29), with z scores ranging from –2.22
to 2.93. The mean valence ratings ranged from –0.50 to 1.19
(M = 0.23, SD = 0.31), with z scores ranging from –2.36 to
3.12.

The full set of scores for each melody is provided with the
MUSOS stimulus set (available for download at http://www.
soundinmind.net/MUSOS/MUSOS.zip).

Computational analysis of the stimulus set

We computed feature summary statistics and m-type sum-
mary statistics of the melodies using FANTASTIC
(Müllensiefen, 2009a). Features included pitch range, var-
iance (standard deviation) and entropy, intervallic range,
mean interval, and intervallic variance (standard devia-
tion) and entropy. Information on tonality, including the
mode of each melody (major or minor scale) and the de-
gree to which the melody correlated with the identified
scale, was also computed. Finally, the calculations includ-
ed several methods of describing the contour of each mel-
ody, including Huron’s (1996) eight contour types, as well
as interpolation, polynomial, and step contour. Further de-
scriptions of these statistics and the calculations by which
they may be obtained are available in the FANTASTIC
documentation (Müllensiefen, 2009b). The full set of sta-
tistics describing each melody is included in a spreadsheet
accompanying the stimulus set.

We then conducted Bayesian correlations between the
computed features of the melodies and participant ratings of
distinctiveness and valence, in order to examine whether the
computational analysis showed a relationship to participant
ratings. Table 1 presents Bayes factors and Pearson correlation
values for participant ratings of distinctiveness and valence.
According to Jeffreys’s (1961) criteria, Bayes factors of 3 or
above represent substantial evidence, and Bayes factors of 10
or above represent strong evidence for the hypothesis that the
variables were correlated.
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Significant positive correlations were found between
participant ratings of distinctiveness and variables describ-
ing pitch, intervallic, and tonal content, with weak to

moderate effects. Thus, as range and variability in pitch
and intervallic content increased, melodies were more
likely to be perceived as distinctive rather than typical.

Table 1 Bayesian correlations between features of melodies and participant ratings of the melodies’ distinctiveness and valence

Variable Distinctiveness (Mean Rating) Valence (Mean Rating)

Valence r .57 –

BF10 4.301e+15**

Pitch range r .41 .01

BF10 162,012.10** 0.10

Pitch entropy r .25 .14

BF10 13.16** 0.45

Pitch standard deviation r .43 –.02

BF10 538,776.46** 0.10

Interval absolute range r .25 –.22

BF10 11.33** 4.63*

Interval absolute mean r .42 –.03

BF10 330,634.50** 0.11

Interval absolute standard deviation r .25 –.25

BF10 11.03** 12.83**

Interval mode r .40 .24

BF10 48,000.32** 7.42*

Intervallic entropy r .37 .12

BF10 9,500.71** 0.32

Tonalness r .25 .23

BF10 14.36** 5.96*

Tonal clarity r –.22 –.06

BF10 4.68* 0.13

Tonal spike r .02 –.04

BF10 0.10 0.12

Interpolation contour mean gradient r .07 –.17

BF10 0.15 1.03

Interpolation contour standard deviation r .09 –.16

BF10 0.18 0.77

Interpolation contour direction change r –.06 –.07

BF10 0.13 0.14

Step contour global variation r .43 –.02

BF10 552,740.64** 0.10

Step contour global direction r –.02 .04

BF10 0.10 0.11

Step contour local variation r .42 –.02

BF10 301,586.70** 0.10

Polynomial coefficient 1 r –.13 –.13

BF10 0.34 0.34

Polynomial coefficient 2 r –.08 –.08

BF10 0.15 0.15

Polynomial coefficient 3 r .15 .15

BF10 0.61 0.61

* indicates substantial support for the hypothesis; ** indicates strong support for the hypothesis.
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This relationship is consistent with Bailes’s (2010) calcu-
lations of distinctive pitch and intervallic content, which
were used in composition of the melodies.

A weak-to-moderate correlation between distinctiveness
and tonalness, or the degree to which a melody correlated with
the Western major or minor scales, was observed. However,
Temperley’s (2007) statistic of tonal clarity showed a weak
negative correlation with distinctiveness. This statistic de-
scribes the ratio between the first and second highest correla-
tions with a Western major or minor key. Higher values indi-
cate closer correlations with a single, rather than several, keys
(Temperley, 2007); therefore, a negative correlation with tonal
clarity indicates that melodies that were more ambiguous in
tonality were perceived as more distinctive. Since the tonal
clarity statistic is based on the probability of a key given the
pitch class set of the melody (Temperley, 2007), this finding
again shows consistency with Bailes’s (2010) calculations of
distinctive and typical notes of the major and minor scale,
used in composition of the melodies. This result is further
consistent with Vuvan and colleagues’ (2014) findings of a
distinctiveness effect in memory for highly unexpected musi-
cal tones.

Regarding the contour of melodies, only global and local
variation in step contour were related to distinctiveness. Step
contour describes a curve drawn by plotting duration against
pitch; thus, the moderate positive correlations found here in-
dicate that melodies containing greater variety in contour were
rated as more distinctive.

Although participant ratings of distinctiveness and valence
showed a moderate positive correlation, fewer of the comput-
ed statistics describing the melodies were related to valence.
Intervallic range (the difference between the maximum and
minimum interval) and standard deviation were negatively
related to valence; thus, melodies with less variation in inter-
vallic content were perceived as higher in valence. However, a
wider modal (most frequent) interval also predicted higher
valence. Tonalness was also positively correlated with va-
lence. This result is consistent with Huron (2006) and with
Johnson-Laird and colleagues’ (2012) study of the perception
of pleasantness in consonant and dissonant chords. As for
distinctiveness, a relationship may again be observed between
correlations with valence and the rules on which composition
was based, where dissonant augmented and diminished inter-
vals were used to compose melodies low in valence, whereas
consonant intervals of fourths, fifths, and major and minor
thirds and sixths were used frequently to compose melodies
planned to be high in valence.

Pilot test 2: Difficult versus easy to recognize stimuli

A brief recognition test was conducted to establish a subset of
melodies from the stimulus set for use as test items designed to

be either very easy or very difficult to remember. According to
Rajaram’s (1996) distinctiveness–fluency framework, distinc-
tive items are more readily identified in a test of explicit rec-
ognition, a finding that has been replicated across visual, ver-
bal, and musical domains (Bailes, 2010; Brandt, Gardiner, &
Macrae, 2006; Bülthoff & Newell, 2015; Cohen & Carr,
1975). Thus, as a starting point for identifying a set of easy
and difficult to recognize items, we chose a group of melodies
from the stimulus set with very high values of distinctiveness
(which should be relatively easy to recognize) and a set with
very low values of distinctiveness (which should be difficult
to recognize). We further used the values obtained through
analysis using FANTASTIC to identify musical properties
on which the easy- and difficult-to-recognize melodies dif-
fered significantly.

Method

Participants were 26 first-year Psychology students (three
males, 23 females) at the University of Tasmania who re-
ceived course credit for participation. Participants were not
required to have received training in music.

The MUSOS application was configured to present partic-
ipants with two recognition tests, one using the eight-note
melodies, and the other using 16-note melodies. Two pairs
of Exposure and Recognition modules were used for this de-
sign. Test administration was counterbalanced by creating two
versions of the application, the first presenting participants
with the eight-note test first, and the second with the 16-note
test first.

Forty-eight melodies from each of the eight- and 16-note
melody collections were selected as stimuli for inclusion in the
pilot test. In each note-length category, the 24 melodies with
the highest and lowest ratings of distinctiveness constituted
the low-difficulty and high-difficulty stimuli, respectively.

Procedure

Participants were randomly assigned to complete either the
eight-note recognition test or the 16-note recognition test first.
Participants were given brief instructions on how to use the
software by the experimenter, and then proceeded to operate
the program in a self-directed manner. In the exposure phase
of each experiment, participants were presented with the 24
melodies in random order, and were asked to listen carefully to
each of the melodies. Then, for the recognition test, partici-
pants were presented with the 24 previously heard and 24
novel melodies in random order. Participants were asked to
rate whether they thought that the melody was one they had
previously heard in the exposure phase, or a novel melody,
according to the statement BI heard this melody in the previous
task,^ where +3 indicated strongly agree and –3 indicated
strongly disagree.
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Results and discussion

Using the spreadsheets provided with the MUSOS Toolkit,
randomization was removed and participant ratings were cal-
culated for low- and high-difficulty melodies when presented
as targets during the exposure phase and when appearing as
lures (i.e., when the melody did not appear in the exposure
phase). From these values, total ratings for targets and lures for
low- and high-difficulty melodies of each note length were
calculated.

Following the initial analysis, we discovered that some of
the melodies selected were not performing as would be ex-
pected according to the values obtained in the first pilot test.
We examined participants’ mean recognition ratings for each
melody. In both the eight- and 16-note melody collections, we
removed four melodies from both the low- and high-difficulty
categories that were most likely to be rated as being earlier
presented when in fact they had not been. We then ran the
following analyses on the final set of 80 melodies (20 low-
difficulty and 20 high-difficulty melodies in each note-length
category), with the aim of establishing a reliable stimulus set
of high- and low-difficulty melodies that could be used by
researchers for testing with the MUSOS Toolkit.

The mean ratings for eight- and 16-note melodies
appearing as targets and lures are given in Table 2. The data
for the final collection of melodies were analyzed with a 2
(Condition: Target, Lure) × 2 (Difficulty: low, high) × 2
(Length: eight-note, 16-note) repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA). A large and statistically significant main
effect of condition, F(1, 25) = 25.34, p < .001, ηp

2 = .50, indi-
cated that participants could distinguish target melodies from
lures, evidenced by higher ratings for targets than lures. This
indicated that participants could distinguish target melodies
from lures overall (i.e., collapsing across different level of
difficulty and length).

For establishing the effect of difficulty, the critical result
was a large and significant two-way interaction between dif-
ficulty and condition, F(1, 25) = 16.05, p < .001, ηp

2 = .39,
indicating that participants’ ability to distinguish target melo-
dies from lures varied depending on difficulty. Simple-effects
analyses (using a Bonferroni-corrected alpha level of .006)
showed that participants were much better at distinguishing
targets from lures with the low-difficulty than with the high-
difficulty melodies. For low-difficulty melodies, higher rat-
ings were given to targets than to lures for both eight-note
melodies, t(25) = 3.82, p = .001, 95% CI [3.19, 10.67], d =
0.99, and 16-note melodies, t(25) = 6.86, p < .001, 95% CI
[7.48, 13.90], d = 1.63. In contrast, for high-difficulty melo-
dies we found little difference in the ratings given to targets
and lures for both eight-note melodies, t(25) = 1.50, p = .146,
95% CI [–0.88, 5.65], d = 0.38, and 16-note melodies, t(25) =
0.12, p = .905, 95% CI [–4.33, 4.870, d = 0.03.

Further exploratory analysis revealed that the advantage for
low-difficulty melodies emerged because low-difficulty target
melodies were easier to recognize, rather than because low-
difficulty lures were easier to reject. For targets, higher ratings
were given to low-difficulty than high-difficulty melodies of
eight-note, t(25) = 3.21, p = .004, 95% CI [1.82, 8.33], d =
0.82, and of 16-note, t(25) = 5.63, p < .001, 95% CI [6.14,
13.24], d = 1.29, length. For lures, there was little difference
in ratings between low and high difficulty for eight- or 16-note
melodies (all t values < 1).

Together, the results indicate that recognition performance
was better for the low-difficulty melodies than for the high-
difficulty melodies, and that this applied for eight-note and 16-
note melodies.

Computational analysis of low- and high-difficulty
melodies

We conducted independent-samples Bayes factor t tests, using
the default prior (.707) to identify those variables on which the
high- and low-difficulty melodies differed significantly. We
included in this analysis both the participant ratings of distinc-
tiveness and valence, and all variables measured using
FANTASTIC. Since the recognition testing had demonstrated
that performance was better for low-difficulty melodies in
both the eight- and 16-note melodies, we collapsed the data
to include the eight- and 16-note melodies together in the low-
and high-difficulty data sets.

Table 3 presents descriptive statistics and Bayes factors for
the melodies. According to Jeffreys’s (1961) criteria, Bayes
factors above 3 represent substantial support for the hypothe-
sis, and Bayes factors of 10 or above represent strong evi-
dence. As is evident, there were significant differences for
these particular variables (i.e., moderate or higher support
was obtained for the hypothesis that the two groups of melo-
dies differed).

Table 2 Participant ratings for melodies appearing as targets and lures

Condition Difficulty

Low High Overall

8-Note Melodies

Targets 6.3 (6.1) 1.3 (6.3) 3.8 (4.7)

Lures –0.6 (7.8) –1.1 (6.2) –0.8 (5.9)

16-Note Melodies

Targets 10.8 (6.6) 1.2 (8.3) 6.0 (6.1)

Lures 0.2 (6.5) 0.9 (8.2) 0.5 (5.4)

Overall

Targets 8.6 (5.4) 1.2 (5.6) 4.9 (4.3)

Lures –0.2 (5.2) –0.1 (6.2) 0.2 (4.9)

Figures shown in parentheses indicate standard deviations.
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Low-difficulty melodies were higher in perceived distinc-
tiveness and valence, as well as in pitch range, pitch standard

deviation, and pitch entropy. Low-difficulty melodies also had
a higher interval absolute mean and a wider interval mode, and

Table 3 Bayes factor t tests and descriptive statistics for low- and high-difficulty melodies

Variable BF10 Error% Difficulty Mean (SD)

Distinctiveness (mean rating) 8.25e+29** 4.12e–37 High 0.14 (0.12)

Low 0.81 (0.17)

Valence (mean rating) 3.97e+6* 3.29e–12 High 0.01 (0.20)

Low 0.46 (0.37)

Pitch range 366.48** 8.99e–8 High 6.76 (2.99)

Low 9.40 (2.53)

Pitch entropy 4.68* 1.05e–5 High 0.42 (0.09)

Low 0.47 (0.07)

Pitch standard deviation 313.95** 1.12e–7 High 2.46 (1.11)

Low 3.45 (0.99)

Interval absolute range 1.27 1.15e–5 High 4.94 (3.21)

Low 6.31 (2.98)

Interval absolute mean 62.83** 9.78e–7 High 2.53 (1.26)

Low 3.70 (1.55)

Interval absolute standard deviation 0.95 3.37e–5 High 1.88 (1.30)

Low 2.39 (1.21)

Interval mode 1,111.91** 2.21e–8 High 3.06 (1.33)

Low 4.61 (1.67)

Intervallic entropy 440.21** 6.96e–8 High 0.46 (0.07)

Low 0.53 (0.07)

Tonalness 7.99* 7.93e–6 High 0.63 (0.10)

Low 0.69 (0.11)

Tonal clarity 5.16* 1.01e–5 High 1.20 (0.13)

Low 1.13 (0.10)

Tonal spike 0.23 2.15e–4 High 0.19 (0.03)

Low 0.19 (0.02)

Interpolation contour mean gradient 0.28 2.20e–4 High 2.64 (2.35)

Low 2.97 (2.17)

Interpolation contour standard deviation 0.29 2.19e–4 High 2.90 (3.00)

Low 3.39 (3.16)

Interpolation contour direction change 0.25 2.19e–4 High 0.42 (0.37)

Low 0.38 (0.36)

Step contour global variation 315.70** 1.11e–7 High 2.32 (1.05)

Low 3.25 (0.93)

Step contour global direction 0.24 2.16e–4 High –0.05 (0.40)

Low –0.07 (0.40)

Step contour local variation 54.40** 1.18e–6 High 0.29 (0.14)

Low 0.41 (0.17)

Polynomial coefficient 1 0.72 7.10e–5 High 0.28 (1.75)

Low –0.62 (3.03)

Polynomial coefficient 2 1.38 7.70e–6 High 0.33 (1.96)

Low –0.76 (2.76)

Polynomial coefficient 3 1.69 3.65e–6 High –0.22 (0.68)

Low 0.22 (1.12)

* indicates substantial support for the hypothesis; ** indicates strong support for the hypothesis.
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were higher in interval entropy. Overall, these melodies could
therefore be said to contain greater variation in intervallic
content. An advantage for melodies with more distinctive
pitch and intervallic content is consistent with Bailes’s
(2010) findings regarding the role of distinctive material in
the point of recognition of a melody. Tonalness in low-
difficulty melodies was higher, which shows consistency with
Deutsch’s (1970, 1972, 1973) and Krumhansl’s (1979, 1991)
studies demonstrating the role of scale and tonal relationships
in facilitating memory for melodies. However, low-difficulty
melodies were also lower in tonal clarity—that is, were more
ambiguous in key—and may thus have facilitated recognition
as less expectable events (Schmuckler, 1997; Vuvan et al.,
2014). Interpolation contour did not differ between the two
groups, but step contour global and local variation was higher
in the low-difficulty melodies; thus, greater variation in con-
tour was associated with improved recognition. This finding is
consistent with Dowling (1978); (Bartlett & Dowling 1980;
Dowling & Bartlett, 1981) and Halpern’s (1984) studies dem-
onstrating that similar contours are highly confusable, where-
as variation in contours improves discrimination.

In summary, melodies that were easier to recognize can be
described as containing greater variety in pitch and intervallic
content, wider intervals and greater pitch range, and greater
variation in contour. In contrast, difficult-to-recognize melo-
dies had less variation in pitch and intervallic content and were
more uniform in contour. Low-difficulty melodies also corre-
lated more closely withWestern musical scales and were more
likely to correlate with a single rather than multiple tonalities.
These variables associated with improved recognition of mel-
odies were also shown, in the analysis of the full stimulus set
above, to be associated with an increase in the perceived dis-
tinctiveness and valence of the items, further verifying the
procedure involved in composing a set of high- and low-
difficulty melodies.

The results of recognition testing, together with computa-
tional measurement of the melodies, verified the classification
of a group of stimuli from the accompanying stimulus set into
a prepackaged set of hard- and easy-to-recognize items that
researchers may then use for testing any of the paradigms
supplied with the MUSOS Toolkit.

Conclusion

In this article, a computer-based application was presented
that is designed to facilitate the ease of administration and
replication of studies of explicit and implicit memory for mu-
sic. The application was designed with the aim of addressing
two practical methodological issues that may be hindering
replication studies in music psychology, an emerging field in
which important findings have beenmade but replication rates
are low (Frieler et al., 2013), specifically, difficulties in

measuring recall responses and the availability of novel stim-
uli. The results of pilot testing with a sample of undergraduate
students demonstrated that the software can be used easily by
participants, and established some important characteristics of
melodies in the accompanying stimulus set.

One advantage presented by a computer-based method is
that it may be used for testing in the general population,
whereas traditional methods involving instrumental perfor-
mance or singing require trained musicians as test administra-
tors as well as participants. The MUSOS application is easy
for non-musicians to use, as demonstrated during testing in
which all participants were able to use the program in a self-
directed manner with minimal instruction. The modular basis
of the software means that a researcher with or without musi-
cal training may develop and administer tests investigating
memory for musical items.

This method, although practical and easy for researchers
without expert musical training to use, is by no means a pan-
acea for understanding the full complexity of musical recall
responses. The limited number of studies conducted to date
into the free recall of music clearly indicates that further re-
search is needed before we have a complete understanding of
musical memory (Müllensiefen & Wiggins, 2011). The
MUSOS Toolkit is intended to provide researchers with the
means to build an evidence base supporting our understanding
of music cognition, so that we may investigate with greater
reliability the free recall of melodies, and, using the accompa-
nying stimulus set of hard and easy to recognize melodies,
replicate stem completion studies such as that of Warker and
Halpern (2005), or studies of implicit memory for music such
as those by Halpern and Müllensiefen (2008). The source
code of the MUSOS application, its accompanying documen-
tation and stimulus set are made freely available to researchers
who may wish not only to contribute such evidence through
the replication of existing studies, but also to create conceptual
replications, in which properties of the original study are var-
ied or extended. Although exact replications are important
initially to verify that a theory may be supported, conceptual
replications test the extent to which a theory may be general-
ized across differing conditions (Frieler et al. 2013).

One further limitation that must be acknowledged is that a
single toolkit cannot be capable of replicating every historic
study of music and memory. Developing a full understanding
of the factors involved in memory for music is a complex
undertaking. Certainly, some factors cannot be understood
without the need for novel and unique paradigms, which could
not easily be included within a modular framework. However,
as mentioned earlier, many of these important paradigms are
already well replicated in the literature. Deutsch developed her
pitch comparison paradigm for a series of studies investigating
the pitch memory store (Deutsch, 1970, 1972, 1973, 1974;
reviewed in Deutsch, 1975), which were extended by
Krumhansl (1979) to build a model describing the role of
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harmonic relationships in pitch memory. More recently,
Mavromatis and Farbood (2012) used the same procedure to
investigate the harmonic context of the comparison tone. It is
noteworthy that all of these studies have involved electronic
administration rather than human performance. Dowling’s
studies of the differential storage of scale and contour
(Bartlett & Dowling, 1980; Dowling, 1978; Dowling &
Bartlett, 1981) were replicated using electronic software in a
series of studies by DeWitt and Crowder (1986). Extensive
study has been undertaken of cohort theory in the storage and
retrieval of melodies using dynamic melody recognition par-
adigms (Bailes, 2010; Dalla Bella et al., 2003; Schulkind,
2004), whereas there remains a pressing need to facilitate re-
liable studies of free recall (Müllensiefen & Wiggins, 2011).

Because MUSOS is easy to use and to configure, the re-
quirement for expert musical training on the part of the re-
searcher can be avoided. By providing participants with an
accessible computer-based interface, this application resolves
issues with Bdirty^ raw data captured through sung responses
(Müllensiefen & Wiggins, 2011), and contributes further to
the standardization of testing in this field, which
Müllensiefen and Wiggins proposed may be addressed
through the use of computer technology. The importance of
extending research participation to the general population,
rather than those who are reliably able to sing in tune, cannot
be understated; if untrainedmusicians continue to be excluded
from studies, the results cannot be said to generalize to an
understanding of music perception, because it has already
been demonstrated that trained musicians listen to music dif-
ferently from those without training (Mikutta, Maissen,
Altorfer, Strik, & Koenig, 2014).

Author note This research was funded by Australian Research Council
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